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 “You!!! Why are you only howling and not barking!” Kaiser questioned, seemingly thinking as if only a 

husky would be able to howl. Actually, what time was it right now already, and this Kaiser was still being 

bothered about this kind of thing. 

Lie Gu pointed to his head. What a foolish human, if I always bark, wouldn’t I truly become a dog? I am a 

dragon! His Honor’s mount! 

Kaiser didn’t dare to be careless right now. This dog’s strength is formidable, I have to deal with it 

carefully. Slightly bending his body downward, he pulled out the dagger that was placed on his leg and 

sneered, “I don’t care what motive you have today, you won’t be able to change your destiny of 

becoming the food that I will be cooking tonight!” 

“Do you know the origin of my dagger! The material that was used to forge this dagger was an outer 

world meteorite! This dagger is able to cut steel as easily as cutting clay, I call this dagger ‘Kiss of Death’, 

everyone who has seen this dagger are all currently in hell!” 

Lie Gu simply crawled onto the floor and listened to Kaiser speak ruthless words. It feels like I have 

returned back to the past. When His Honor brought me along to go on expeditions, we would often 

meet with situations like this, and during the prelude of the fights, we would have to listen to those 

people speak for an hour. 

“And by harmonizing with my martial technique, I am able to become just like a phantom! Go to hell, 

little dog…” 

As a hitman, Kaiser would of course not fight in the open. He was able to merge into the night very well. 

After merging with the night, and adding on with the dagger within his hand, he would turn into the king 

of the night. Unfortunately, he met Lie Gu today. If he had met Tang Wushuang instead of Lie Gu 

tonight, there would at least still be a fight. 

While crawling on the floor, Lie Gu extended out his paw again, just that, this time, his nail became a 

little bit longer. 

“Bang!” 

The collision sound of two metal clashing onto each other rang out, and a white light flickered, while 

bringing along a bunch of sparks. 

Kaiser who was hidden within the darkness was currently dazed. Looking at that dog’s big butt, he had a 

face of disbelief! After the initial clash, he attacked once again! 

“Bang!” 

The sound of two metal clashing onto each other rang out again, and Kaiser looked numbly at the 

dagger that was within his hand. Right now, two deep grooves could be seen on the dagger. How is this 

possible! ‘Kiss of Death’ is something that I risked my life to get it, its strength is definitely up in the top 
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three within the world of daggers, however, right now! This dagger was actually damaged by that dog’s 

nail! 

Lie Gu unhurriedly stood up. And I thought that His Honor gave me a big mission, but in the end, it was 

still the same as usual. This person is so much more inferior compared to those great desolate beasts. It 

would be great if I have the summoning ability that that Gluttonous Monster possesses, then I wouldn’t 

have the need to have to personally deal with easy missions like this. Being in the embrace of a woman 

is so much more comfortable. Three delicate beautiful women, and all of them ate the meat of gold 

delicate crane, they are practically invincible. 

“Impossible!’ Kaiser’s eyes were completely red, the veins on his temples were swelling greatly, and the 

muscles of his entire body instantly began to grow rapidly, causing his black outfit to look it was about to 

explode. 

“Fatal eighteen blades!” Kaiser’s last trump card, sacrificing his speed and increasing his strength. The 

increase of the strength was not just a tiny bit and was extremely huge! 

Lie Gu looked at the Kaiser that disappeared and shook his head. As a weak and puny human, why do 

you even struggle, can’t you just kneel down and wait for your death? 

Opening his mouth, Lie Gu bit towards the air. 

Lie Gu chewed, and fresh blood dripped out from the corner of his mouth, dripping onto the grass. 

Spit~ 

A dagger was spat out by Lie Gu. Human meat doesn’t taste that good at all, I don’t know why that 

Gluttonous Monster even likes to eat it that much. 

Fatal eighteen blades! 

Kaiser dumbfoundedly looked at his half remaining right arm. That was my strongest martial technique, 

and yet, before I was even able to execute the first blade, this dog actually straightforwardly bit off half 

of my arm! 

Looking at the blood that is currently flowing out from the dog’s mouth, my hand is most likely already 

eaten by the dog, and is currently within its stomach, damn it! 

Right now, Kaiser finally knew why the dog revealed out such a disdainful expression towards him! Just 

where did this dog came from! Could it be that, my enemies from the past have come to take their 

revenge! 

Seems like I cannot drag this on anymore, within the thirty-six stratagems, retreat is the best stratagem! 

Lie Gu licked onto the corner of his mouth, and immediately disappeared afterward. This fellow is 

actually thinking of running? Do you really think that you will be able to run away from me? Naïve 

human! 

In a moment, a black figure appeared out from the air and flew towards the ground like a bullet, causing 

a huge hole to appear. Within the huge hole, the legendary king of hitmen, Kaiser, could be seen lying 

down in it. 



However, the Kaiser right now had lost all the brilliance and vitality that he usually possessed, and was 

currently at his last gasp. Within the split second just a while ago, Kaiser himself did not know just what 

he was hit by. The thing that he was hit by felt hairy, seemingly just like a whip. Right now, his entire 

body felt like it was falling apart, and he did not have the strength to lift even a single finger. 
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Unhurriedly walking into the hole, Lie Gu looked at Kaiser, seemingly like he was waiting for Kaiser to 

beg for mercy. However, after waiting for a while, he didn’t hear Kaiser begging for mercy. This doesn’t 

make sense, why isn’t he begging for mercy? Perhaps if I bite off his other arm, he will start begging for 

mercy. 

Without any hesitation, Lie Gu immediately bit off Kaiser’s left arm. This time, he didn’t eat the arm, and 

was preparing to roast the arm later on. Not sure how the arm would taste like after I roasted it. 

As a hitman, Kaiser did not utter a word, even when both of his arms were bit off. 

This man is not bad, not begging for mercy up until now. Base on his courage which deserves praise, I 

will bestow him a quick death. Of course, I still have to let him know just who was it that wanted him 

dead. 

This time, Lie Gu spoke out human words. With a deep tone, Lie Gu spoke, “Weak and puny human, for 

you to be able to die under His Honor’s command, it is heaven’s grace to you. Properly carry on the 

grace with you and repent!” 

Kaiser who was suffering from excessive blood loss suddenly seemed to have a bit of the trace of 

regaining back his last bit of vitality right before his death as he opened his eyes wide. This dog is 

actually just an underling! And there is still someone else that is above him! How is this possible, I have 

never met with a situation like this before! 

“What is your honor’s name?” Kaiser asked powerlessly. 

“Weak and puny humans aren’t fit to know His Honor’s name. However, you should feel honored, that 

you will be able to enter into my stomach!” 

“Enter! Into your stomach!” Kaiser’s gaze finally revealed out fear. Because he didn’t have hands 

anymore, he was only able to use both of his feet to retreat backward. 

Lie Gu smiled, “That’s right, I intend to roast you before eating you. I heard that roasting tastes delicious. 

It is a pity that the supermarkets are closed at this timing, if not, I would go and buy some cumin powder 

first before roasting you.” 

Kaiser’s state of mind collapsed. He tried all his effort to try to crawl out of this huge hole, but it was to 

no avail. When he turned his head around, it wasn’t a dog head anymore, and instead, what appeared 

was a huge dragon head, and furthermore, it was a dragon head that didn’t have any flesh. Along with 

the dragon head opening its mouth, Kaiser saw a black color light was congealing, and afterward, the 

black light shot towards him. When the black light shot towards him, he felt that his entire body felt 

warm, and gradually, his consciousness disappeared… 
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When I returned back to Flower City, all I wanted to do was just act cool, be a CEO’s bodyguard, then 

step onto those rich second generations. Why did my story ended before it even began, why!!! 

Lie Gu licked onto his mouth. I will just treat this as supper I suppose, I am actually really feeling a little 

bit hungry right now… 

Swallowing it in one gulp, Lie Gu felt that human meat tasted much better after being roasted. If I add 

some seasoning, human meat would definitely be a delicacy too. I will go back home and sleep now. 

Now that I have a corporeal body, I can finally experience how it feels when using hands. The paws 

before were indeed a bit too small. This time, those three women will definitely have nothing else to 

complain about, with a corporeal body, I have immediately unlocked 8231 kinds of positions. 

“Evil creature!” 

When Lie Gu was savoring the aftertaste of human meat, a man who wore a green robe landed onto the 

ground from the sky with a graceful posture. This entrance can definitely be given 60 points. As for why 

only 60 points, it was because Lie Gu had seen entrances that were even more exaggerated compared to 

this. However, in the end, all of those people were beaten up to the point that they kneeled down on 

the floor. 

Towards this man who appeared out of nowhere, Lie Gu did not have the mood to bother with him. I 

still have to quickly go back home and try out the result of this human body. 

Jian Yuan was a member of the cultivation world. Just a while ago, he had just finished watching the 

World Cup with his colleague, and on his way home, he sensed the aura of a demon beast, and thus 

immediately hurried over to check on it. And as expected! This dog definitely just finished doing an 

outrageous and evil act, just take a look at the bloodstain on the corner of its mouth and you would 

know it! 
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“Evil creature, take this!” Jian Yuan shouted out lightly as he stretched out both of his arms. The long 

sword that was on his back immediately unsheathed and transformed into a silvery light and attacked 

towards Lie Gu’s head. 

I really cannot eat anymore, that Gluttonous Monster is truly an eating champion, burp~ 

Lie Gu couldn’t help but burp. And this caused Jian Yuan to wrinkle his brows. Why is this dog’s 

expression so human-like! Looking at the surroundings, a battle seemed to have happened here just a 

while ago. 

Just when Lie Gu was about to kill this Jian Yuan in one hit, another figure appeared from the sky again. 

The figure landed onto the ground with a loud bang, stepping out a huge hole with her feet, and that 

flying sword was actually stepped onto by that feet too, and furthermore, the flying sword was stepped 

onto by a high-heeled shoe! 

Lie Gu slightly lifted his head up. I will give this entrance 90 points, the entrance was very imposing, and 

adding on with this back that is filled with both mysteriousness and enticement, I will add an additional 

5 points. As for the remaining 5 points, I will just have to see how her face looks like. 
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However, why does this woman smell so familiar? It feels like I have smelled before this smell. 

“Young lady, what are you doing?” Jian Yuan asked in a deep voice. The outfit of this woman in front of 

me… eh… is a bit exaggerating. 

This lady could be seen wearing a gold color mask, her long hair tied into a ponytail, and that outfit of 

hers… No matter how one looked at it, the outfit seemed like a senior high school student school 

uniform, and the blue skirt was rather short. Lastly, the red color boots add a queen-like look to the 

lady. 

“How could you bully a doggy? And even beat it to the point that it vomited out blood!” 

Lie Gu: “……” 

Jian Yuan: “……” 

“Young lady, you are mistaken, I did not…” 

Before Jian Yuan even finish speaking, Lie Gu whimpered and straightforwardly lied down onto the floor, 

showing off a look as if he was about to die anytime. However, when Lie Gu turned his head around and 

took a look at the lady, Lie Gu was startled. This… isn’t this His Honor’s sister-in-law! 

Although Qing Yutong was currently wearing a mask, she was not able to hide from Lie Gu’s ‘dog eyes’. 

That’s right! The person that just arrived was Qing Yutong! In actuality, she had also long discovered 

Kaiser’s existence and she waited until her brother-in-law and big sister turned off their room light 

before heading out. And right when she was heading out, just by chance, she saw the black figure 

secretly running away, and thus followed after the black figure. While following the black figure, she saw 

that McDonald was still opened, and thus went to the McDonald to buy a McFlurry to eat. However, 

after she came out from the McDonald, she discovered that she had lost the black figure. And after 

searching for quite a while, she finally sensed the black figure’s aura and arrived at this place. 

But who would have thought, I actually saw a dog abuser when I arrived! This man is truly vile! To 

actually beat the dog into such a state! Blood is actually endlessly spilling out from this dog’s mouth, this 

dog is so pitiful. 

“Young lady, I still have not enquire, what is your name?” 

Qing Yutong stroked onto Lie Gu’s head, and the latter had a comfortable look on its face. His Honor’s 

sister-in-law is indeed out of the ordinary, her hands are so soft. 

Qing Yutong snorted and said in a deep voice, “You can call me sailor moon! Upholding virtue and 

condemning evil is what I do best!” 

This is most likely a chuunibyou young lady who had been deeply harmed by cartoon isn’t it? Upholding 

virtue and condemning evil? The evil is right behind you young lady! 

Jian Yuan was a bit dazed, “Sailor moon? Alright, listen to me, this is really a misunderstanding, this dog 

is not an ordinary dog at all, and it is definitely a fierce beast! I was intending to put it in its place just a 

while ago.” 



Lie Gu lied on the floor and whimpered ‘powerlessly’, seemingly saying, would a dog like this even have 

the capability to do harmful things, this guy is bluffing. 

Seeing that Lie Gu looked so miserable, Qing Yutong snorted, “I hate you dog abusers the most, all of 

you are but a bunch of hypocrites. Draw your sword!” 

“Young lady, this dog was lively as a dragon just a while ago, do not be deceived by it! What’s more, my 

sword is still underneath your feet.” Jian Yuan said embarrassedly. 

Qing Yutong kicked the sword that was underneath her feet to Jian Yuan, “If you want the dog’s life, you 

will have to get over me first!” 
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Jian Yuan was having a headache right now, why is this young lady so obstinate on protecting this fierce 

beast. What do I do if this young lady gets attacked by this fierce beast right after I leave? On the other 

hand, if I were to uncover this dog’s true colors, I would be able to get this young lady’s infatuation, it is 

practically killing two birds with one stone. 

“Young lady, what do I have to do for you to believe me?” 

“I only believe the truth that is right before my eyes. To actually bully a doggy, you are definitely a bad 

guy!” 

Lie Gu felt that what His Honor’s sister-in-law said was correct, this guy is definitely a bad guy! 

Jian Yuan had never seen before a girl like this. 

“Young lady, I am a cultivator, upon spotting this fierce beast, I have no choice but to step forth and 

subdue it. If there is anything that I did that offended you, please forgive me.” Jain Yuan said in a deep 

voice. It is certain that I will have to subdue this fierce beast. I will just make her pass out first, I hope 

that this young lady won’t blame me for it. 

Qing Yutong stretched her neck and shrugged her shoulders, “Come!” 

“Young lady, my apologies.” 

Jian Yuan said lightly and his body gradually dissipated. This speed!!! 

When Jian Yuan appeared, he had already came to Qing Yutong’s back, and with a karate chop, he 

wanted to make Qing Yutong pass out. 

However, when he was chopping down the karate chop onto Qing Yutong, he chopped onto the air 

instead, or to be more precise, he chopped onto Qing Yutong’s afterimage. 

This made Jian Yuan’s gaze to congeal, and he was prepared to dodge. However, it was already too late. 

After feeling a pain on the back of his head, he fainted… 

Qing Yutong clapped her hands, “To actually compete with speed against me, you are truly looking for 

feces in a toilet.” 
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Lie Gu opened his mouth wide, His Honor’s sister-in-law actually has this kind of strength, this is simply 

666. However, wasn’t she at Leisure Bar? Why did she suddenly appear here? 

“Little doggy, do you need big sister to bring you to the animal clinic?” Not sure where Qing Ya got a 

rope from, she tied Jian Yuan up with the rope and hang him up on the tree, then walked to the front of 

Lie Gu. 

Lie Gu did not want to go to the animal clinic. Unhurriedly standing up, he displayed out a look that 

seemed to be seemingly saying that he didn’t want to get treated even if he were to die. 

Qing Yutong could be seen grabbing onto Lie Gu’s tail, “You cannot leave, if you leave, you will die.” 

While dragging onto Lie Gu, Qing Yutong walked towards the animal clinic. 

Lie Gu’s heart was in despair. Your Honor, please quickly come and look after this sister-in-law of yours, 

she is simply too savage, to actually dragged me all the way to the animal clinic. And she even dared to 

say that she is a dog lover, it is practically nonsense… 

When Lie Gu walked out from the animal clinic, an iron chain could be seen placed on his neck, and the 

iron chain was the kind that was super thick. 

“Da Huang, since I saved your life, you will follow me from now on, big sister will let you live a happy 

life.” Qing Yutong said happily. If I remembered correctly, big sister feared dogs the most, hehehe~ 

Lie Gu’s eyes were filled with despair, but he didn’t dare to be disrespectful towards Qing Yutong. 

“Da Huang, why is there nail polish painted onto your nails, and the nail polish is red in color too, it looks 

so sissy, your previous master sure is sickening.” Qing Yutong pulled onto Lie Gu and walked on the 

empty street. The two of them seemed very uncoordinated. 

Lie Gu was very tired, they are all but just my maids only. Your Honor, please save me, your sister-in-law 

is about to strangle me to death… 

If this scene was to be seen by His Honor, where would my face be at? No, this won’t do, this definitely 

won’t do, I have to run away! 

It could be see that, with a dash, Lie Gu struggled free from Qing Yutong’s pull. And afterward, he ran 

away with all his might. 

Qing Yutong snorted, “Another one who wants to compete with me in speed!” 

“Da Huang, you won’t be able to escape from my five finger mountains! Be obedient and accept your 

fate!” 

Lie Gu felt that the madam was much better compared to this sister-in-law. The madam is so gentle, 

while this sister-in-law is simply savage to the extremity. 

“Eh, this Da Huang has some capabilities, I actually lost him.” Qing Yutong stood at the intersection of a 

road and looked around her surroundings. 

“Master, perhaps that person from before was speaking the truth, this dog may really be a fierce beast.” 



Qing Yutong pouted her mouth, “If this dog was truly a fierce beast, why didn’t it attack me just now? 

And it even had a full face of despair on its face just now, the dog is just too adorable.” 

“Master, you better quickly return back home and rest instead, your current mission right now is to 

think of a way to push over your brother-in-law.” 
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“Aiyo, I know, I know, but this is a long-lasting battle, it’s not like I will be able to push over brother-in-

law any time soon.” Qing Yutong said. 

“Therefore, you have to complete missions and obtain mission points, so that you will be able to 

exchange for prizes that will be useful to you.” 

Qing Yutong said petulantly, “You want me to hug onto the thigh, and yet don’t want to pay me in 

advance. How would I, a klutz, be able to eat chicken.” 

“Master, please be patient, wasn’t your brother-in-law also very noob at the beginning? And yet right 

now, look at how good your brother-in-law has become at the game.” 

“Forget it, forget it, I’m going to go back home and sleep now, I’m tired to death. Not sure where that 

black-clothed person ran to too.” Qing Yutong said puzzledly while yawning. No matter what, she 

wouldn’t have thought that the black-clothed person had already entered into Lie Gu’s stomach. 

“Who told you to be gluttonous.” 

“Humph, it’s McDonald’s fault for not closing when it is already so late into the night, causing me to 

suddenly want to eat something sweet. Hmmm, how about I go and buy another McFlurry to eat?” 

“…….” 

The next morning, Ye Hua woke up from his sleep, and the first thing he did was look at his chest. Lucky, 

Qing Ya didn’t drool. Seems like this bad habit of Qing Ya’s has changed, however, another bad habit has 

appeared, she is currently hugging onto me like an octopus, making herself seem like a female gangster. 

“Ye Hua, what time is it now?” The beautiful woman who was within Ye Hua’s embrace asked. 

“7 am.” Ye Hua took a look at the clock. 

“Oh, let me sleep for a while more.” Rubbing onto Ye Hua’s chest, Qing Ya pursed her lips. 

Ye Hua asked faintly, “What’s the matter? You don’t need to go to work today?” 

“Didn’t you said that you won’t allow it? I have already settled everything yesterday. Alright, don’t talk 

anymore, I’m very tired~” Last night, Qing Ya fell asleep at 1 am+, and right now, she wants to express 

that she does not want to get out of the bed. 

This Qing Ya, is she treating me as her bolster… However, to be able to sleep while resting on my chest, 

the Supreme Overlord’s chest, in this world, only this woman is able to do it! Of course, there is also 

another woman who had rested on my chest for one night. 
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One hour went by very quickly, Ye Hua slapped onto Qing Ya’s sexy perky butt, “Enough already, time to 

wake up.” 

“Hmm~ Hmm~ Hmm~” Qing Ya let out a very heavy nasal sound, she was actually acting coquettishly. 

Ye Hua didn’t care that much as he straightforwardly carried up Qing Ya and walked into the bathroom. 

The half-asleep, half-awake Qing Ya was like a Koala, hanging onto Ye Hua’s body. 

“Stand up straight!” Ye Hua said lightly. 

Qing Ya let go of Ye Hua petulantly and feigned anger coquettishly, “Why are you like this!” 

“Brush your teeth and wash your face, then go and buy breakfast.” 

“Humph! Hurry up and leave, I want to use the toilet!” Qing Ya pushed Ye Hua out of the bathroom, 

then ferociously closed the door. 

This woman, pushing onto me again. 

Qing Ya looked at her reflection within the mirror, and couldn’t help but gently caressed herself for a bit, 

so beautiful~ 

After brushing her teeth and washing her face, Qing Ya regained back her usual appearance. “How many 

Chinese crepe do you want?” Qing Ya asked faintly. 

Ye Hua walked into the bathroom, “Just one will do.” 

“Oh.” 

Qing Ya wore a normal sports outfit and walked out of the bedroom. 

Coming to her sister’s bedroom, Qing Ya knocked onto the door. 

“Yutong! Yutong!’ 

“Big sister, just what is it, it’s still early in the morning…” 

“Do you want to eat Chinese crepe?” Qing Ya asked. 

“No…” Yesterday, Qing Yutong bought a spicy chicken burger and fried chicken wings from McDonald to 

eat while she was heading back home and over-stuffed her stomach. 

Qing Ya shook her head helplessly, then walked out of Leisure Bar by herself. These two scoundrels, 

saying that they will take care of me, the pregnant woman, but in the end, I became the one who has to 

take care of them! 
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10+ minutes later, Qing Ya returned. Within her hand, she was holding two Chinese crepes, and on her 

face, there was curiousness. 

“What’s the matter?” Ye Hua took one of the Chinese crepes from Qing Ya’s hand and asked. 
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“Nothing much, just now when I was outside, I heard someone said that a man who wore ancient 

costume was found tied onto a tree at a certain park that is located at the west. And furthermore, a sign 

which said ‘dog abuser’ was attached to the man’s chest… Lastly, within the scene, a dagger that had 

blood on it was found.” 

Ye Hua didn’t think too much of it,” What happened afterward?” 

“The man was taken away by the police afterward. And I heard that, the rope that was tied onto the 

man couldn’t be untied, it sounds quite mysterious.” Qing Ya said with a solemn look, appearing quite 

adorable. 

Suddenly, the bedroom door was pushed open by Qing Yutong. With a towel tied onto her head, Qing 

Yutong looked at the two, “Brother-in-law, big sister, why didn’t you two call me over when you two are 

eating breakfast!” 

“Qing Yutong, can you knock on the door before entering! What’s more, I asked you just now if you 

want to eat or not and you said no!” Qing Ya criticized strictly. If Ye Hua and I were doing something 

together and this Qing Yutong came in without even knocking on the door… My god, what am I thinking 

about, there is no way that I would do it together with him!!! 

“Big sister, how can sleep talk even be taken seriously?” 

“Go and buy it yourself.” Qing Ya said petulantly. 

“Big sister, my fame still has not died down yet, how can I go out just like this?” 

“You can eat mine then. In any case, I also wouldn’t be able to eat that much.” Qing Ya handed over her 

own Chinese Crepe, and Qing Yutong happily took it. 

“What were you two chatting about just now?’ 

Qing Ya said faintly, “Nothing much, just a person who was tied up in a park.” 

“There is even a thing like this? What happened afterward?” Qing Yutong asked curiously. 

“The man was taken away by the police. Let’s not talk about this first. Yutong, you said that you want to 

work as a streamer right? Right now, your big sister has already prepared everything for you, so, during 

these next few days, when you are free, go and do some publicizing.” 

Qing Yutong said powerlessly, “Understood.” 

“What’s the matter? You don’t want to work as a streamer now?” Seeing her sister’s expression, Qing Ya 

immediately knew that her sister was thinking about backing out. 

After being owned for an entire day, all of Qing Yutong’s confidence had long disappeared completely. 

At this time, Ye Hua asked, “Qing Ya, did those people pay up?” 

“Pay up?” Without waiting for Qing Ya to answer, Qing Yutong snatched first to question. 

Qing Ya laughed lightly, “Your brother-in-law won 100 billion yesterday.” 



“What? 100 billion!!! What do I even have to work as a streamer for then! Brother-in-law, please 

provide for me~” Qing Yutong immediately moved and sat at Ye Hua’s side, then pulled onto Ye Hua’s 

arm and said sweetly. 

Ye Hua sized up Qing Yutong, “Your looks is not bad.” 

Qing Yutong was very coordinating as she struck a post and lightly bit onto her lip, “Brother-in-law~ How 

about it~” 

“Scram!” Qing Ya slapped onto Qing Yutong’s head without any mercy. 

Qing Yutong rubbed her head and said pitifully, “Big sister, what are you being that serious for, I was just 

joking only.” 

“Qing Ya, I’m asking you a question, did they pay up?” Ye Hua asked faintly. 

“Ye Hua, those people won’t pay up.” 

Qing Yutong immediately wasn’t satisfied, “Who are those arrogant people, to actually not pay up when 

they lost. Tell me, I will go and collect the money!” 

“They are not going to pay up?” Ye Hua laughed lightly. At that time, it won’t be a matter of returning 

money or not anymore! 

Just when Qing Ya was preparing to continue speaking, her phone rang. Looking at the dialer, it was 

actually her dad. 

Qing Ya let out a breath and answered the call. 

“Qing Ya, what happened last night?” Qing Huaxuan questioned on the phone. I received a call from 

Xiao Family early in the morning today, and I was told that my daughter actually gambled family 

property with them! Is this daughter of mine mad?! And the important point is that she even won! 

Qing Ya didn’t expect that her dad would use this kind of tone to question her, and her mood 

immediately turned bad. 

“Nothing much, I just won 100 billion only.” Qing Ya said faintly. 

“Why are you so insensible! We still have things that we need to request Xiao Family for. Forget it that 

you didn’t fawn onto them, but why did you go and gambled such a big amount with them, just what 

were you trying to do! And what about Ao’tian! How are the two of you getting along?” 
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 “Lose means lose, whether if they are going to pay up or not, that’s their problem. As for that Long 

Aotian, who even knows just where he went to.” 

Qing Huaxuan was angered greatly, “Let me tell you, regarding the matter about the gamble, just let it 

go, and don’t go and think about the money anymore. As for Long Aotian’s side, you quickly go and 

apologize to him. Also, tell your sister to go and work at the company and not idle about every day all 

day long!” 
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“Apologize? Dad, if you want to apologize, you can go ahead and apologize your head, I’m hanging up!” 

Qing Ya straightforwardly hang up the phone. Dad has truly changed, he wasn’t like this in the past. 

Qing Yutong pulled onto her big sister’s delicate hand and consoled, “Big sister, don’t be afraid.” 

Qing Ya sighed deeply, then took a look at the Ye Hua who was sitting calmly at one side. This guy 

doesn’t even try to at least console me for a bit. 

Suddenly, the phone rang again. Qing Ya thought that her dad called her again, but after taking a look, 

she discovered that it was actually the company finance department’s section head who was calling her. 

An agitated sounding voice rang out from the phone, “CEO Qing, an additional 50 billion rmb appeared 

in the company’s bank account, this????” 

“50 billion! Who is the person that transferred the money?” Qing Ya was startled and became dazed for 

a bit. 50 billion! 

“A… a person who is called Wang Dabao transferred it.” 

Qing Ya truly didn’t expect that this Wang Dabao would transfer the money over to her right on the next 

day after the bet. This Wang Dabao’s speed of paying up money sure is fast! 

“Alright, I got it.” 

“CEO Qing, there is no problem with this sum of money right?” The finance department’s section head 

was a bit nervous as this sum of money was practically equivalent to the price of the entire company. 

“No problem.” 

After hanging up the phone, Qing Ya still sort of did not dare to believe it. With Wang Family’s strength, 

they could totally not bother about paying up at all, but I didn’t expect that this Wang Dabao would 

actually be this forthright and pay up the money so quickly. As expected of a prodigal. 

Wang Daobao’s prodigal was always able to obtain a benefit, and this time was no different. In a way, he 

was hugging onto Ye Hua’s big thigh. 

“Qing Ya, who paid up?” Ye Hua asked curiously. And I was still thinking a while ago about just what kind 

of way to collect the money would be interesting. 

“Wang Dabao.” 

“Him? Not bad.” Ye Hua said faintly. Towards that Wang Dabao, I’m looking at him a little bit in a 

different light. 50 billion is not a small sum. To be able to gather 50 billion in such a short time, he has a 

bit of capability. Furthermore, he keeps his words. He can be counted as a pretty good human.” 

Qing Yutong asked dazedly, “Big sister, 50 billion has been transferred to your account?” 

“En.” 

Qing Yutong immediately hugged onto her big sister’s thigh, “Big sister, isn’t Yutong very obedient?” 

“You? I will still have to continue on and observe first.” Qing Ya snorted. 



“Big sister~ In the future, Yutong can only depend on you and brother-in-law, I won’t leave even if you 

beat me to death~” This is a secure rice bowl, I must hug onto it. That way, I won’t have to worry about 

not having food to eat and not having clothes to wear anymore in the future, and I can live my days 

however I want, I’m so happy~ 

Ye Hua remained silent for a bit, then said, “Qing Ya, give that Xiao Yi a call, tell him to pay up the money 

within three days, if not, be prepared to suffer the consequences!” 

“Ye Hua, forget about it.” Qing Ya was a bit worried. Right now, I have already gotten half of the money, 

and this can be counted as the best outcome. And according to reason, it would be better for me to 

return the 50 billion that Wang Dabao has transferred over to me. 

Ye Hua precisely didn’t like Qing Ya’s habit of being afraid of this, and afraid of that. This point of hers is 

not comparable compared to Qing Yutong. 

“Yutong, you call instead, I will only be giving them three days to pay up!” 

“Alright, I will call~” Qing Yutong did not have that much misgivings. Owe money, pay money, owe life, 

pay life~ 
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In any case, Qing Yutong was a best actress within the entertainment industry, thus, it was normal for 

her to have the phone numbers of some big shots, and of course, including Xiao Family’s. Thinking back 

to the past, this Xiao Yi even had some thoughts towards me. 

Qing Yutong directly dialed Xiao Yi’s phone. 

And Xiao Yi himself was very curious as to why this best actress would suddenly give him a call him out 

of nowhere. Could it be that she had thought things out, and is finally prepared to dedicate her body to 

me? 

“Yutong, what’s the matter?” Xiao Yi asked. 

“Pay up!” 

Xiao Yi, “……” 

“Yutong, when did I owe you money? You must have remembered wrongly.” 

“50 billion, give you three days to pay up!” Qing Yutong totally did not give any face at all, and 

straightforwardly went to the main topic. 

After hearing 50 billion, Xiao Yi immediately knew what was going on. 

“Yutong, what things can’t be properly talked over?” 

“What is there even to talk over with you about. Quickly pay up, if not, you can wait for me to show up 

at your place to collect the money!” After finish speaking, Qing Yutong hang up the phone, then raised 

her eyebrows towards Ye Hua, seemingly saying, how was my performance? 
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Qing Ya held onto her forehead. These two people are truly not afraid of anything, to even dare to 

intend to show up at Xiao Family’s house to collect money. 

“Brother-in-law, if he doesn’t pay up, at that time, let’s go and collect the money together~” Qing 

Yutong was already eager to get into action. Yesterday was not satisfying at all, the opponent was too 

weak. 

Actually, that person yesterday was not weak at all, and that person was even a famous cultivator within 

the cultivation world. Just that, that person was unlucky and met with this sailor moon… This 

chuunibyou young lady who had been harm by the cartoons. 

“This kind of thing doesn’t require us to personally go and deal with it.” Ye Hua said deeply. If everything 

requires me to personally go and deal with it, what do I even need my subordinates for? All those 

experts and powerful beings who always personally deal with things themselves, are they truly experts 

and powerful beings? Or perhaps, they are trying to find a sense of existence by doing that. 

“Big sister~ Look at brother-in-law~ He didn’t even smoke and yet he is starting to act cool again.” Qing 

Yutong said lovably. What brother-in-law just said sounds super handsome. 

Qing Ya laughed bitterly and said tenderly, “Alright Ye Hua, don’t mind it too much, we can’t do anything 

too if they don’t want to pay up.” 

Ye Hua remained silent. Some things don’t need to be explained, because there isn’t a need to explain. 

On the other hand, I want to see just what choice this Xiao Yi would make, his entire family’s lives are all 

within a thought of his. 

At this moment, Xiao Yi was currently on the plane that was returning back to Zijin City, totally oblivious 

to the severity of the matter. And the Nangong Xinyi who was by his side was totally oblivious too. The 

two of them did not really take the gamble to heart. 

After eating breakfast, Ye Hua and his sister-in-law began playing computer game again. Meanwhile, 

Qing Ya cut some fruits, then sat at one side and watched the two play. Sitting at the side, Qing Ya felt 

that she was just like their maid, and in the end, she herself also bought a computer and joined the two 

of them. 

Indeed, High Ocean City’s famous cold and elegant female CEO was led astray by the two. After Qing 

Ya’s gave birth, they would just nice be able to queue as a group of four. 

The addition of the lovable wife had undoubtedly increased the game difficulty for Ye Hua. Qing Ya 

herself was a woman who wasn’t willing to admit to defeat, that serious look on her face was just like 

when she was holding a meeting, and even more, she was even giving out orders in the game, 

transforming into a female tactician in a blink of an eye. 

Seeing that, Ye Hua was very gratified, Qing Ya actually has capabilities in this aspect, not bad. 

At the other side, Wei Chang was met with the first date in his life and was currently pondering about 

how he should dress up. After all, I am going on a date with Xiao Tang. The date seems to be 

participating in her classmate’s birthday banquet. However, that is the secondary point, the main point 

is, how should I dress when I leave for the date later on? I don’t want to mess up and throw His Honor’s 

face. 



I remember that the idol drama that I watched yesterday, that male lead would dress up first before he 

goes out. Hmm, I can learn from him. 

Wei Chang could be seen taking out a facial mask and placing it onto his face, then opened the 

computer to search and learn about how he should dress up. Moisturizing water? I have to use this? 

Foundation? Apply makeup to the eyebrows? Isn’t this too sissy? I don’t want to be like Lie Gu and paint 

nail polish on my nails. 

Lie Gu, “F**k, the nail polish wasn’t painted by me, it was painted by my women!” 

At this time, Wei Chang’s phone rang. I don’t even need to think and I know the person who is calling is 

Xiao Tang. After all, His Honor wouldn’t call my phone, and the others would be even more unlikely. My 

phone is just a decoration, however, recently, it isn’t a decoration anymore, because, Xiao Tang would 

call my phone from time to time and considerately inquire about my well-being and what I was doing. 

No wonder His Honor and Lie Gu found themselves a woman, so this is how it feels to have a woman, 

this is the feeling of being concerned by someone, it is rather not bad. However, forget about Lie Gu, the 

reason he found himself a woman was completely due to his natural instincts. 
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 “Uncle Wei, I have come to pick you up~” Tang Wei’s gentle soft voice rang out from the phone, and 

Wei Chang felt very comfortable listening to her voice. 

“Xiao Tang arrived? Come up and take a sit first.” 

“En~” 

However, when Tang Wei saw that Wei Chang was currently using a face mask, she was astonished. 

However, even though she was astonished, she felt very touched too. Uncle Wei must be wanting to 

appear younger a bit so he would be able to seem matching with me. Actually, he doesn’t need to do 

that at all. 

Tang Wei took off the face mask and said lovably, “Uncle Wei, you are already handsome enough, if you 

get any more handsome, how would others live?” 

“Xiao Tang, you are very beautiful too today.” Wei Chang said with a smile. The Wei Chang right now 

knows how to speak very well. Recently, Wei Chang had been reading some relationship advice, and 

after reading, he summed it all up into one simple rule, which was to praise. By praising, the girl would 

become happy. Just take a look at Xiao Tang and you would know how effective it was. 

However, it must be said that, Xiao Tang is really pretty today, jet-black hair which wasn’t tied into a 

ponytail, and instead, draped on her shoulders. Blue color t-shirt, cropped jeans, white color sneakers, 

Xiao Tang looks incomparably fresh and pure today. 

“Uncle Wei, why does your mouth seemed like it has been smeared with honey today.” Tang Wei said 

shyly, then casually pinched onto the corner of Wei Chang’s mouth. 

Seven Sins’ Gluttonous Monster’s mouth was pinched by a female human, god… 
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Tsk, this was nothing at all, the Supreme Overlord was even pushed by a female human. 

Indeed, whatever kind of boss would have whatever kind of subordinates, behavior was contagious. 

Towards his girlfriend pinching onto the corner of his mouth, Wei Chang only slightly went into a daze 

for a while, then afterward, he stretched out his hand and stroke onto Tang Wei’s head for a bit, and the 

latter squinted her eyes, seemingly just like a little kitten who was enjoying it very much. 

“Xiao Tang, you wait a while, let me go change my clothes first.” 

“En~” 

Tang Wei responded obediently. Is this what love is like? It feels so sweet~ Uncle Wei is really a good 

man. 

Tang Wei’s evaluation was truly spot-on, Wei Chang was good to the point that he doesn’t blink when 

killing people. No, incorrect, it should be that he doesn’t blink when eating people. Corpses piling up to 

thousands of miles was a small matter to Wei Chang. Just like what Lie Gu said, Wei Chang was precisely 

a Gluttonous Monster, the more he ate, the stronger he becomes. 

Going out on a date for the first time with his girlfriend, Wei Chang took off his daily security guard 

uniform and wore a black leisure western suit. This outfit could be counted as imitating His Honor. The 

western suit was bought by Wei Chang three years ago, and up till today, he had never worn it, and it 

was all because that Wei Chang’s life was very simple, going to the bar, and coming back to his home. 

When Wei Chang appeared in front of Tang Wei, Tang Wei was dumbstruck. Uncle Wei is simply 

unbeatable when he dresses up formally. Wei Chang’s mature aura struck straight towards Tang Wei, 

causing Tang Wei to enter into a starry-eyed state. 

“Xiao Tang, let’s go.” Wei Chang held onto his dumbstruck girlfriend’s hand and said with a slight smile. 

Tang Wei discovered that Uncle Wei was particularly different today, especially his smile, it seemed so 

charming to her. Uncle Wei is much handsome compared to the boss, and he seems so warm when he 

smiles. 

This was the so-called, Xishi appears in the eyes of a lover, Tang Wei’s current state was just like this. 

“Uncle Wei, I will pedal, you can just sit.” 

“Xiao Tang, I will pedal instead.” 

“Uncle Wei, are you sure?” 

“Of course, Uncle Wei’s endurance can be counted as quite good.” 

Tang Wei’s face immediately turned red, Uncle Wei actually knows how to titillate people~ 

It could be seen that, Wei Chang sat at the front and pedaled on the bicycle, while Tang Wei sat at the 

back and held onto Wei Chang’s waist with both of her hands while lightly leaning onto Wei Chang’s 

back. To me, a simple bicycle is enough for me, I would rather smile whiling sitting on a bicycle, and not 

cry while sitting in a BMW. 



With Tang Wei’s beauty, don’t’ say BMW, she could even cry while sitting in a Bentley. 

On the road, the two became a beautiful scenery. Wei Chang was mature and handsome, while Tang 

Wei was pure and beautiful, the two of them were a perfect match. 
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Coincidentally, the birthday banquet’s location was at first-rate clubhouse. After parking the bicycle, the 

two walked towards the first-rate clubhouse. Tang Wei’s hands held onto Wei Chang’s arm, and her 

pretty face that was filled with a smile was brimming with happiness. 

“Wei Wei, here.” Far away, Fang Qian waved her hand and shouted. 

“Qian Qian~” Tang Wei responded happily. Bringing my boyfriend along today, it was precisely because I 

want to tell everyone that I have a boyfriend now. Although I’m not a famous flower, but I am indeed 

taken now. 

When Fang Qian saw that Tang Wei brought Uncle Wei along, she was astonished, however, she also 

adjusted over very quickly and shouted out, “Uncle Wei.” 

“Xiao Fang is here too.” Wei Chang smiled. 

Different from Ye Hua, Wei Chang’s smile would appear frequently. From this, it could be seen that, 

compared to Ye Hua, Wei Chang was much more proficient in conversing with humans. 

“Uncle Wei, you sure are handsome today.” Fang Qian sized up Wei Chang for a bit and said. In the past, 

Wei Chang would pretty much always wear a security guard uniform, and today, when he wore a 

western suit, if one did not know him, they would think that he was a rich young master. 

Tang Wei was very proud, my Uncle Wei is of course handsome. 

“Let’s go in.” Tang Wei said. 

“Qi Xuewen will be coming later too, Jia Jiaojie seemed to have also invited him.” Fang Qian shrugged 

her shoulders. 

Tang Wei nodded, “Classmate Qi is coming too? Let’s wait for him then.” 

Towards this Qi Xuewen who had helped her before, Tang Wei felt that he was quite a nice person and 

that he was also quite interesting sometimes. 

Vroom, vroom, vroom! 

Far away, a burst of sound suddenly rang out, and a BMW motorcycle drove over in lightning speed, and 

steadily came to a stop at the side of the ride. 

Qi Xuewen took off his helmet and smiled, “My apologies, I have arrived late.” 

“It’s fine, we only arrived just a while ago too.” Tang Wei smiled tenderly, and her smile sure was able to 

make one’s heart feel warm. 
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Qi Xuewen smiled, then, he suddenly saw the handsome uncle that Tang Wei was holding onto. Why 

does this uncle look so familiar? I remember! He is the guy that helped Tang Wei during that day. 

Seeing Tang Wei’s intimate manner with him, in all likelihood, this person should be her uncle, I should 

properly display myself today. 

“Hello uncle.” Qi Xuewen stretched out his hand and smiled. 

If it was Ye Hua, he would definitely not stretched out his hand, but Wei Chang was different, after being 

a security guard for 5 years, he was already proficient in interacting with humans. 

“Hello.” 

The two shook each other’s hand friendlily. 

“Uncle, you look just like a 20 years old young man, truly handsome.” Qi Xuewen conveniently boot-

licked Wei Chang. 

Tang Wei was very happy when she heard that, “Of course, my Uncle Wei is the best.” 

Eh… Qi Xuewen felt that something was wrong. This shouldn’t be the bearing that a niece should have 

towards her uncle right? 

However, Qi Xuewen didn’t ask much about it. The four of them walked into first-rate clubhouse 

together and arrived at the hall. Wei Chang did not have any reaction as he had seen places that were 

much better than this first-rate clubhouse. It was Qi Xuewen’s first time coming here, after being slightly 

astonished for a short while, he became relaxed again. 

As for Tang Wei and Fang Qian, when have the two of them ever came to such a high-class place like this 

before. Currently, they were stunned by the luxurious aura of this place and immediately felt that they 

were completely inharmonious with this place. 

Last night, the entire place was reserved by Xiao Yi, therefore that was not that many people yesterday. 

However, the first-rate clubhouse was packed with people today. Some people were the same as Tang 

Wei, coming to such a high-class place for the first time, and were currently looking around curiously. 

As for those impeccably attired people, their eyes revealed out disdain and felt that the first-rate 

clubhouse should change its rules, and not just any cats and dogs should be able to come to the 

clubhouse. 

“What room is Jia Jiaojie at?” Qi Xuewen asked. 

Fang Qian opened her phone and took a look at her WeChat, “Room 10.” 

Within first-rate clubhouse, room 10 was the last room, and room 1 was the best room within all ten 

rooms. The room that Ye Hua went to yesterday was the VIP room, which was even more high-grade 

compared to room 1. The VIP room was usually not available for anyone, and would only be available 

when a big shot came to the clubhouse. Furthermore, the VIP room did not require money, and what 

was required, was just identity. 
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After sitting down, Jia Jiaojie introduced to Tang Wei, “This is Long’an City Han Family’s young master, 

Han Kaijie. This is Long’an City You Family’s young master, You Wenyan. This is Long’an City Li Family’s Li 

Ba. And this beautiful woman here is our Long’an City Longhu Estate’s young miss, Shen Miaomiao.” 

“Shen Miaomiao is still single now. Classmate Qi, you will have to properly grasp your chance.” Jia Jiaojie 

smiled gently, seemingly like she wants to fawn onto Qi Xuewen. It was mainly because Qi Xuewen had 

done a lot of big things during this period of time and some of Long’an City’s big shots had been praising 

him incessantly. 

The reason Jia Jiaojie invited Shen Miaomiao and Qi Xuewen over today was actually because she 

wanted to try and get the two together. 

Qi Xuewen gave a hollow laugh and courteously nodded his head towards Shen Miaomiao, and the 

latter smiled towards him. 

“Tang Wei, who do you have your eyes on, tell big sister, big sister guarantee that you will be able to live 

well off in the future!” Jia Jiaojie began to make it difficult for Tang Wei again. 

This was the tempo of Jia Iiaojie completely not placing Wei Chang in her eyes and making his girlfriend 

look bad right in front of him. 

To say it more unpleasantly, right now, Jia Jiaojie was acting as a pimp, the three young masters were 

the customers, and Tang Wei was the woman that Jia Jiaojie was pimping out. 

Tang Wei was also not that easy to provoke. Slamming onto the table, Tang Wei shouted out, “Jia 

JIaojie! What do you mean by that!” 

“Tang Wei, this old uncle truly does not fit you, big sister is also caring about you, during this time next 

year, you are going to graduate right? Where do you intend to go after you graduated? Continue 

working at the bar? Take a look at Fang Qian, she would be able to go work at the company that is under 

Han Family right after she graduated. I am also just thinking for your good, three big companies, you can 

choose whichever you want!” 

Tang Wei immediately looked towards Fang Qian. I don’t know why my best friend would also start 

mixing with them, and even entered into Han Family’s company, has she thought of the consequences! 

A trace of smile appeared on the corner of Han Kaijie’s mouth. Although this Fang Qian is not as good 

looking as this Tang Wei, she was still a virgin and is still fine for playing around with. For a woman like 

Fang Qian that has such a vain mindset, after giving her a bit of benefit, she would immediately crawl 

towards you. Looking at this Tang Wei, I reckon that it would feel much satisfying when she crawls 

towards me. 

“Classmate Tang, how about this, I will introduce a job to this uncle over here too, and you come and 

work at my company.” Li Ba took the initiative to invite Tang Wei to his company. I heard from Jia Jiaojie 

that this Tang Wei is still an intact good, I don’t mind investing a little bit in her. 
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Tang Wei was currently angered to the point that her chest was moving up and down. If not for Wei 

Chang pulling onto her, she would have long flipped out. 

“Tang Wei, don’t be so unappreciative of one’s kindness, a chance like this is hard to come by.” Jia 

Jiaojie mocked. And while mocking, she actually went and sat on You Wenyan’s thigh. Qi Xuewen didn’t 

want to look at them anymore, these rich people sure are sickening, and I even heard that this Jia Jiaojie 

was someone else’s fiancée. This kind of woman, sigh. 

Bang! 

Suddenly, right at this moment, the door was abruptly pushed open and an ordinary attired male 

youngster could be seen walking into the room. The male youngster’s expression was calm, but, 

ruthlessness could be seen within his gaze. 

You Wenyan slapped onto Jia Jiaojie’s butt and laughed, “Your fiancé is here.” 

Jia JIaojie totally did not place the male youngster in her eyes at all, “Just a down and out garbage only. 

My parents are also really blind, to actually make me get engaged with him.” 

Qin Jin coldly looked at his so-called fiancée and said in a deep voice, “Jia Jiaojie, I came here today to 

withdraw our engagement, and of course, to also take revenge!” 
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Jia Jiaojie could be counted as having quite a bit of face in this Long’an City, or to be more precise, it 

should be that Jia Family could be counted as having quite a bit of face in this Long’an City. Jia Jiaojie 

managed to reserve this room 10 after great difficulty. To be able to hold her birthday banquet at first-

rate clubhouse, when words spread out, others would feel envy of her. 

The four walked past the long hallway and found room 10 at the back of the first-rate clubhouse. Qi 

Xuewen was even very gentleman-like, taking the initiative to push open the door. 

Taking a look, the room was roughly 120 square meters big. Although the interior decoration was 

expensive, when compared to the room that Ye Hua went to yesterday, there was still a huge gap. At 

the side of the room, there was a small bedroom, specially prepared for those women and men who 

can’t hold themselves back. 

There were a few youngsters sat within room 10, and Jia Jiaojie this main lead was within the few 

youngsters. Jia Jiaojie was beautiful, but compared to Tang Wei, she was still lacking by a bit, especially 

the air of arrogance between Jia Jiaojie’s brows, truly not sure just who gave her her confidence. 

At Jia Jiaojie’s side, there were three males and one female. The four wore expensive clothing, and just 

like Jia Jiaojie, an air of arrogance was leaking out from them. 

On the other hand, taking a look at Wei Chang, he seemed especially natural. As the Supreme Overlord, 

Ye Hua was still not able to seem as natural as Wei Chang was able to be, Ye Hua would always faintly 

emit out the aura of a person that was in a high position. 

“Our Beauty Tang has arrived.” Jia Jiaojie stood up with a smile on her face, however, her gaze was 

harboring malicious intentions. 
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The three males looked towards Tang Wei and couldn’t help but nod their heads. This Tang Wei is 

indeed a beautiful woman that is hard to come by, that pure temperament of hers is really hard to find 

nowadays. 

Tang Wei smiled courteously, “Jia Jiaojie, happy birthday.” 

“What are you being courteous for? Everbody, come over and take a seat. This person is?” Jia JIaojie 

asked curiously. Actually, she already knew what kind of relationship this handsome uncle has with Tang 

Wei, and it was all thanks to Fang Qian. 

“His name is Wei Chang, he is my boyfriend.” Tang Wei introduced with a gentle smile. 

Wei Chang was refined and courteous, “Hello everyone.” 

If this scene was to be seen by the other six sins, they would definitely think that Wei Chang had eaten 

the wrong medicine, if not, why would this Wei Chang who eats humans actually be this courteous 

towards those humans. 

The three males did not react much to it, evidently having already known about Wei Chang’s identity at 

an earlier time. 

On the other hand, Qi Xuewen was stupefied. Isn’t this person supposed to be Tang Wei’s uncle! How 

did he suddenly turn into her boyfriend? Isn’t this too ridiculous? It looks old enough to even be Tang 

Wei’s father! 

“So it is Tang Wei’s boyfriend, don’t mind me asking, where do you currently work at?” Jia Jiaojie picked 

up the red wine that was on the table and swayed it around as she asked with a mocking tone. 

Tang Wei slightly wrinkled her brows. I didn’t expect that this Jia Jiaojie is still the same as back then, she 

totally did not change at all! 

Wei Chang did not take it to mind at all, “I’m currently maintaining security at a bar.” 

At this moment, one of the male youngsters laughed, “Maintaining security? That means you are 

working as a security guard?’ 

“Haha.” 

The male youngster’s words caused the three others to laugh out loudly. Tang Wei’s expression was 

already very ugly, while Wei Chang seemed especially normally, and was still even able to maintain his 

smile. 

Qi Xuewen did not say anything and silently stood at one side. Fang Qian secretly stood to Qi Xuewen’s 

back, seemingly wanting to show that she has nothing to do with them. 

“Alright, alright, he is just joking around, don’t mind him.” Jia Jiaojie changed her expression and helped 

to mediate. The show has only just begun, I cannot let it end so quickly. 

Right now, Tang Wei loathe Jia JIaojie very much. I shouldn’t have brought Uncle Wei here, I reckon that 

Uncle Wei must be feeling very uncomfortable in his heart right now, it is all my fault. 

“Uncle Wei, let’s leave.” 



Wei Chang smiled, “It’s fine, if we leave like this, it would make us seem very ill-mannered.” 

“Tang Wei, even this old boyfriend of yours knows manners, why do you not know it?” Jia Jiaojie lightly 

caressed her beautiful hair and said mockingly. 

Wei Chang remained silent with a smile, I want to see just what this group of insects are able to play out. 

“You!!!” 

“Xiao Tang, calm down.” Wei Chang lightly stroke onto Tang Wei’s head, sort of like when a person was 

petting their pet. 

“Uncle Wei!” 

“It’s fine, sit down.” Wei Chang said faintly. 

Jia Jiaojie looked towards her few good friends. This is just the first show, there is still another show 

later on. 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 77.1: No, this is a banquet killing spree 1/2 

After finish speaking, Qin Jin looked towards You Wenyan, “As for you, if you want to be the take-over 

warrior, I won’t stop you, after all, this woman’s standard is very low, and it is very easy to enter and exit 

out of her.” 

“Qin Jin, do you want to die!” Jia Jiaojie immediately became angry as she ruthlessly threw the wine 

glass within her hand towards Qin Jin. 

Qin Jin dodged to the side and sneered, “Jia Jiaojie, back then when my family was doing well, did you 

forget just how you fawn onto me!” 

Thinking back to the past, Qin Jin felt that he must have been blind to have actually fallen for a woman 

like this. Today is my death date! I was beaten to death right in this room, and the culprits were this You 

Wenyan’s bodyguards! 

And when I was beaten to death, all of the others that were in the room remained silent and watched 

me get beaten to death. However, something is strange… Why are there two more people here? That 

uncle and male youngster, I don’t remember seeing these two people in my previous life. 

“I am going to beat you this bastard to death today!” Jia Jiaojie who was flustered and exasperated 

raised that weak fist of hers. 

Qin Jin laughed in disdain and ruthlessly struck out his right fist onto Jia Jiaojie’s stomach. Upon being hit 

by the fist, the latter’s eyes almost burst out from her eye sockets. 

After landing the fist, Qin Jin grabbed onto his fiancée’s hair, then slapped onto his fiancée’s face, 

slapping from right to left, and left to right continuously. 

Slap, slap, slap… 
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After finish slapping, Qin Jin still didn’t feel satisfied, and he swung his arm and threw Jia Jiaojie to one 

side. His methods were extremely ruthless, and Tang Wei couldn’t bear to look at it anymore and 

covered her eyes. Even if this Jia Jiaojie is very malicious, but to be beaten up like that, she is so tragic… 

Qin jin did not even take a look at the fainted Jia Jiaojie. Speaking frankly, in the end, she was just an 

accomplice, or to be more precise, they were all accomplices and this You Wenyan was this main culprit! 

Back then after I died, I went to another world and cultivated for a total of 500 years and reached the 

god-transforming realm. But who would have thought that, I would actually transmigrate back to this 

world? It is heaven’s will for me to take my revenge and wipe out my grudge. The things that I lost back 

then, I will take it back one by one, and of course, that includes the true love that I lost. 

Speaking of true love, Qin Jin took a look at Tang Wei. His gaze was complicated when he looked at Tang 

Wei. Back then, I was indeed secretly in love with this commoner school belle. 

Qin Jin sat down and tapped onto the table, “Everyone, let us settle our debts!” 

You Wenyan turned his head around and took a look at Jia Jiaojie, then said faintly, “Qin Jin, kneel down 

and kowtow to me three times, and perhaps, you will only suffer the pain of your hand being broken!” 

Qin Jin let out a breath and asked, “Where are your bodyguards?” 

“Qin Jin, kneel down!” Li Ba stood up and shouted. 

Qin Jin immediately gave Li Ba a slap, “Who are you asking to kneel down!” 

“You dare to hit me!” Li Ba held onto his face and said with a face full of disbelief. 

Towards these accomplices, Qin Jin did not have even the slightest trace of pity towards them at all. 

Kicking onto Li Ba’s kneecaps, Qin Jin straightforwardly broke both of Li Ba’s legs. 

“Kneel down and repent well-behavedly!” Qin Jin said indifferently, and Li Ba was in pain to the point 

that he was rolling around on the floor. Li Ba’s anguished wailings filled the entire room, and after a 

short while, Li Ba fainted from pain. 

Tang Wei was evidently terrified, and her entire body was leaning in Wei Chang’s embrace. Today’s 

situation was much terrifying compared to back then at the restaurant. 

Qi Xuewen wrinkled his brows. This Qin Jin was very grandeur in school back in the past, but after his 

family went bankrupt, he began to change. However, I didn’t expect that he would become this ruthless 

and brutal. 

Fang Qian finally could not withstand the fear in her heart and tried to run out of the room. However, 

how would Fang Qian be able to escape from Qin Jin’s sight? 

After grabbing onto Fang Qian’s arm, Qin Jin raised his hand and gave her a slap, causing Fang Qian to 

fall onto the floor, “Slut, stay where you are! All of you better don’t think about trying to run away!” 

Fang Qian held onto her swollen cheek, “Qin Jin, have you gone mad!” 



“Humph, Fang Qian oh Fang Qian, do you think that I don’t know about the things that you have done? 

Showing one face in front of others and showing another face behind their backs!” Qin Jin said faintly, 

then poured a glass of red wine for himself and drank it leisurely. 

“You!!!” 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 77.2: No, this is a banquet killing spree 2/2 

After drinking a mouth of red wine, Qin jin looked towards Han Kaijie and said, “This woman is quite ill, 

be careful not to get infected by her, she is rather proficient in being unhonest.” 

Han Kaijie’s expression changed greatly as he quickly looked towards Fang Qian. 

Qin Jin laughed, “Do you all still not understand? This Fang Qian is Jia Jiaojie’s underling, and is used by 

Jia JIaojie to swindle over resources.” 

Tang Wei didn’t expect that Fang Qian was this kind of person. When Fang Qian treated me well in the 

past, it was all fake! Her motive was to want to harm me… My god, I am really foolish… 

Han Kaijie’s gaze was sinister as he stood up, walked to the front of Fang Qian and asked, “Is he speaking 

the truth!” 

“Young Master Han, don’t believe him, Qian Qian’s feelings towards you is true, did you forgot about the 

happy time that we had last night? Young Master Han, didn’t you yourself also felt very pleasurable last 

night?” 

Qin Jin laughed, “Young Master Han, her illness is already beyond cure, you have to remember to wear 

protection.” 

“Young Master Han, I’m not ill, he is bluffing you!” Fang Qian hugged onto Han Kaijie’s leg and wailed. 

Han Kaijie said dazedly, “Why did you not want me to wear protection last night? Were you planning on 

passing your illness to me!” 

“Young Master Han, you misunderstood me, I didn’t want you to wear protection because I wanted you 

to feel even more pleasurable.” 

“Young Master Han, does the feeling of being infected with a disease feel good?” Qin Jin sneered. 

Han Kaijie couldn’t stand it anymore. With his eyes red, Han Kaijie raised his leg and stamped onto Fang 

Qian while shouting out, “Slut! Go to hell! You f**king slut!” 

Being stamped on by a foot with all its strength for a hundred times, it wasn’t anything that an ordinary 

woman would be able to endure. With her eyes opened, and blood dripping out from the corner of her 

mouth, Fang Qian was stamped to death by Han Kaijie. 

Upon seeing this scene, Qin Jin recalled to back when he died. I seemed to have also been stamped to 

death like this, and this Fang Qian had also stamped on me too back then. Today is the day where they 

will all get their retribution. 

“Enough! She has already been stamped to death by you!” You Wenyan shouted out. 
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“F**king slut, do you think that I will let you off just because you died! I will even stamp on your corpse 

too, f**king slut, f**king slut!” Not sure why, the more he stamped, the more excited he felt, especially 

when he saw the eyes that were filled with grievance and didn’t close even after dying. This feels even 

more good compared to last night! 

At this time, Jia Jiaojie who fainted a while ago slowly opened her eyes. After opening her eyes, what 

entered her eyes was Fang Qian who had died unpeacefully, and Han Kaijie who was still continuously 

stamping onto Fang Qian’s stomach. 

“Han Kaijie, have you gone mad!” Jia Jiaojie shouted. 

Han Kaijie’s eyes were completely red as he turned around and looked towards Jia Jiaojie, “This is the 

woman that you introduced to me, a woman that is ill!” 

“Fang Qian does not have any illness at all, you are the one that is ill!” 

“You still dare to say that Fang Qian is not ill? Even Qin Jin himself said that she is ill!” Han Kaijie pointed 

towards Qin Jin who was currently drinking red wine leisurely and shouted out. 

Jia Jiaojie slowly stood herself up, “Han Kaijie, has your brain been eaten by a dog! To even believe Qin 

Jin’s words!” 

Qin Jin took out his phone and swayed it around, “Han Kaijie, just a while ago, he ruthlessly killed a girl 

who was in the prime of her youth, his ruthlessness is enough to make one’s hair stand on its end.” 

Han Kaijie was as if he had woken up from a dream, after turning his body around, he ran towards Qin 

Jin. However, how was Han Kaijie a match for Qin Jin? With a kick, Han Kaijie was sent flying away by Qin 

Jin, and Han Kaijie landed right on Fang Qian’s body. 

“Fiancée, what are you standing still for, come over and take a seat. You Wenyan, what are you still 

being in a daze for, quickly use your phone and call people over, I guarantee that I won’t run away.” 

You Wenyan took out his phone and said towards Qin Jin, “Good, you have guts, you can forget about 

walking out of this room alive today!” 

“Alright, let us see just who will be able to walk out of this room alive today.” Qin Jin laughed lightly. 

However, seeing that his beloved woman was lying in someone else’s embrace, Qin Jin was very 

unhappy about it. In my previous life, she did not have a boyfriend at all, why did it change today? She is 

my woman! No one can snatch her away from me! I will deal with her after I have finished dealing with 

those people. To actually dare to cuckold me, Jia Jiaojie was like this, and you are like this too! 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 78.1: Forgive me for being straightforward, but all of you here are all garbage 1/2 

I regarded you as my true love, and yet you are lying in someone else’s embrace, all the women in this 

world are all the same! 

Qi Xuewen remained silent and did not have any slightest intention of getting involved. Shen Miaomiao 

who was at the side was feeling very afraid right now, however, she did not know what to do. If I had 

known that things would become like this, I wouldn’t have come. 
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Wei Chang held Tang Wei in his embrace and softly consoled her, not having the intention of leaving this 

place. 

After a while, five tall and sturdy men walked into the room. Qin Jin turned his head around and took a 

look. I of course recognize these five faces, back then, it was these five men who stamped me to the 

point that I was at my last breath, and it was Jia Jiaojie these people who added in the last few stamps at 

the back! 

And Shen Miaomiao was the last person who stamped onto me! 

You Wenyan shouted out in a deep voice, “Kill him!” 

“Yes! Boss!” 

The five men cracked their fists and looked towards Qin Jin. How could an ordinary person be a match 

for the five of them, the five of them were cultivators, and their fists were deadly. 

Qin Jin of course knew that they were cultivators. However, I am no longer the Qin Jin that I was back 

then, and right now, I am a god-transforming realm cultivator, I can take kill all these five men easily! 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!” 

Asides from Wei Chang, everyone else wasn’t able to clearly see Qin Jin’s movements. The five men 

flew, and after landing on the floor, all five of them were dead. 

Qi Xuewen’s expression changed greatly, this guy is much stronger compared to me! 

Jia JIaojie, You Wenyan, and Shen Miaomiao were all stupefied. All three of them knew the strength of 

these five bodyguards, up to today, they had yet to even suffer a defeat, and yet, who would have 

thought that, all five of them would die so quickly within Qin Jin this garbage’s hands! 

Qin Jin suddenly stood up and shouted, “Forgive me for being straightforward, I am not targeting 

anyone, but all of you here are all garbage!” 

Wei Chang slightly wrinkled his brows, is he scolding me garbage? Isn’t he indirectly scolding His Honor 

garbage then! That won’t do, anyone who insults His Honor are fit to only have one outcome, death! 

As for how I should kill him, let me think about it for a bit. 

Jia Jiaojie was a smart woman, she immediately kneeled on the floor and shouted out lovably, “Qin Jin, it 

was all my fault in the past, let’s get back together alright, I will treat you like how I have treated you 

back in the past.” 

“Are you going to kneel down and fawn upon me?” Qin Jin mocked. 

Jia Jiaojie went into a daze, then smiled, “En.” 

“My shoes are a bit dirty, help me out.” Qin Jin laughed. 

Jia Jiaojie looked at the small piece of black stain on one of Qin Jin’s shoes and resisted the feeling of 

disgust that she felt and stretched out her tongue. 

Bang! 



Jia Jiaojie’s body flew out once again and firmly landed onto the wall. Her eyes were opened wide, and 

her four limbs were trembling, her vertebra having evidently broke from the impact, and gradually, her 

breathing came to a stop. 

“Slut, you are not fit to lick my shoes!” Qin Jin pat on one of his white sneakers and said coldly. 

You Wenyan’s expression was filled with fear right now, he actually killed his own fiancée! This Qin Jin is 

savage to the extremity! 

Qin Jin tapped on the table and said faintly, “At this time, two people will walk into this room.” 

Sure enough, right after Qin Jin finished speaking, two people walked into room, one old and one young. 

The young man was very classy, and the old man wore a Chinese tunic suit, giving others a feeling that 

he was an expert. 

The two walked into the room and swept over the entire room with their eyes, their expression did not 

reveal out any bit of astonishment at all. 

Qin Jin stood up, “Young Master Bai.” 

“You know me?” Bai Qi asked curiously. 

“Of course.” Qin Jin laughed. Back then, it was these two people who stood at the side and not do 

anything as they watched me get stamped to death. 

The old man at the side lowered his head and said, “Young Master Bai, this guy is not ordinary, I suggest 

to just watch first and not do anything.” 

Bai Qi slightly wrinkled his brows, however, he trusted the old man’s decision. With a faint smile, Bai Qi 

said, “I hope everyone have a good time.” 

After finish speaking, he and the old man walked out of the room. 

Qin Jin laughed lightly, back then, it was like this too, however, I am the one with the upper hand this 

time. 
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Chapter 78.2: Forgive me for being straightforward, but all of you here are all garbage 2/2 

“Young Master Bai, bring me out along with you!” You Wenyan quickly shouted out and ran over. 

Unfortunately, the door was locked, and no matter how hard he tried, the door just wouldn’t open. 

“You Wenyan, don’t bother shouting already, even if you shouted till your throat broke, no one would 

respond to you.” Qin Jin said calmly. 

You Wenyan shouted out in a deep voice, “Qin Jin! You dare to kill me?! My father will definitely not let 

you off if you kill me!” 

“Within your family, you have so many other siblings, if you died, I reckon that they would be more than 

thrilled about it.” 

“You!!!” 
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“However, I can give you a chance to live!” Qin Jin said mockingly. 

“What?” 

“Between you and Han Kaijie, only one of you can live. While he is still fainted, you better grab the 

chance and quickly kill him, after all, his body size is bigger than your body size. If not, later on when he 

wakes up, the one who will die will most likely be you.” 

You Wenyan looked at the fainted Han Kaijie who was lying on the ground with a complicated gaze. To 

his surprise, Han Kaijie who was lying on top of Fang Qian’s body moved slightly. This caused You 

Wenyan to be startled. 

This Han Kaijie learned mixed martial arts before. If he wakes up, I reckon that I would most likely be like 

Fang Qian and get stamped to death by him. 

I have no choice but to strike first while I have the opportunity! I’m sorry Han Kaijie! 

It could be seen, You Wenyan picked up the wine bottle that was on the table and walked to Han Kaijie’s 

side. After taking in a deep breath, he struck the wine bottle down onto Han Kaijie’s head. 

Bang! 

After the expensive bottle of red wine smashed onto the back of Han Kaijie’s head, the wine bottle 

immediately shattered and the red wine drenched Han Kaijie and the dead Fang Qian completely red, 

making the both of them looked extremely frightening. 

You Wenyan thought that after doing that, Han Kaijie would have died, but who knew, Han Kaijie’s 

finger was still moving slightly. Upon seeing that, You Wenyan picked up a piece of sharp glass and 

straightforwardly pierced it into the back of Han Kaijie’s head. The red wine and blood mixed together, 

and right now, it seemed as if Han Kaijie and Fang Qianqian had merged into one. 

Tang Wei had already fainted. Growing up till now, she had never seen such a cruel scene. Shen 

Miaomiao really wanted to faint, but she wasn’t able to faint. 

Qi Xuewen wrinkled his brows, my strength is totally not a match for this Qin Jin, I have to think of a way 

to leave. 

“Qin Jin, I still have something else to attend to, can I leave?” Qi Xuewen tried asking.. 

Qin Jin thought for a bit. Towards this person who suddenly appeared here, I do not have anything 

against him, at most, I’m just curious about why he would appear here. Moreover, the reason that I am 

here is to come and take revenge on those people who killed me. 

“Of course, you can leave.” Qin Jin said faintly. 

Qi Xuewen immediately let out a breath of relief. Taking a look at Tang Wei, he shook his head… I am 

powerless to defend even myself right now, I am not able to save her. 

Shen Miaomiao immediately looked towards Qi Xuewen pleadingly, seemingly saying, please bring me 

out of this place along with you. 

Qin Jin laughed, “Don’t make me change my mind.” 



Qi Xuewen was startled, and without thinking, he immediately left the place. This guy is frighteningly 

powerful, I have to continue on devouring so that I can guarantee my own safety! 

Asides from Tang Wei who had fainted, there were still four people alive in this room, while the rest had 

already all died. The strong smell of blood was not able to be blown away the air conditioner. Oh, that’s 

right, there was still another person who was alive here, the fainted Li Ba. 

Wei Chang liked this smell very much. It feels as if I had returned back to the past. This guy’s 

ruthlessness is rather admiring, but unfortunately, he spoke the wrong words. 

“Qin Jin, you and I are complete strangers, can I leave too?” Shen Miaomiao tried her best to remain 

calm, but when she spoke out those words, she still spoke it out tremblingly. 

Qin Jin said faintly, “Are you sure that we are complete strangers?” 

“Yes, today is the first time that I had met you.” 

Qin Jin laughed. It is indeed the first time. However, the image is still lingering in my mind, when those 

rich people were playing around with my dignity, and even trampled on my body, under their influence, 

this Shen Miaomiao also trampled on my body. I still remember her expression back then after she had 

trampled my body, her expression was nervous yet excited at the same time. 

Qin Jin let out a breath, “Old rule, between the two of you, only one can live.” 

Both You Wenyan and Shen Miaomiao was greatly startled as the both of them looked towards each 

other. Shen Miaomiao could see the desire to want to live from within You Wenyan’s gaze, and secretly, 

she picked up the fork that was on the table with one of her hand. 
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Chapter 79.1: The outcome of failing in acting cool 1/2 

You Wenyan seemed to have lost his rationality from killing. Han Kaijie’s blood was still on You 

Wenyan’s face, and Han Kaijie’s gaze was filled with craziness. You Wenyan walked towards Shen 

Miaomiao, and the latter was very afraid, but she knew that there was no use in being afraid and all she 

could do right now was to give it her all. 

Lifting up her leg, Shen Miaomiao kicked towards You Wenyan’s crotch, and the fork that was in her 

right hand quickly stabbed towards You Wenyan’s neck. You Wenyan’s main artery was immediately 

pierced by the fork, and when Shen Miaomiao pulled out the fork, blood spewed out from You 

Wenyan’s neck like a fountain. 

You Wenyan held onto his neck in disbelief and stretched out his hand, wanting to grab onto Shen 

Miaomiao, but it was of no use at all now. He looked down on woman too much, the strength that a 

person could emit out when they were faced with death was unimaginable, even if the person was a 

woman who lacked the strength to even truss a chicken, when faced with death, the woman could even 

turn into death god. 

“Shen Miaomiao, who would have thought huh?” Qin Jin expressed that he felt very unexpected about 

the outcome and applauded while laughing. 
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Shen Miaomiao took in huge breaths as she placed the bloody fork down and said in a deep voice, “Can I 

leave now!” 

“There is still another fainted person here.” Qin Jin stepped onto Li Ba’s back. 

Shen Miaomiao’s breathing became rapid as she picked up the fork again. After taking a look at Qin Jin, 

she walked over to Li Ba and with the same method, she stabbed the fork into Li Ba’s main artillery. 

“This should do already right!” Shen Miaomiao actually really wanted to cry out loudly, but she knew 

that this guy was very savage. I cannot cry, even if I want to cry, I have to at least step out of this door 

first. 

“Of course.” Qin Jin smiled tenderly. 

Shen Miaomiao let out a breath of relief. I will never come to this first-rate clubhouse anymore, to not 

even care when this kind of thing is happening in their clubhouse. 

Opening the door, Shen Miaomiao took in a breath of fresh air and it felt like she had come to live. 

Suddenly! Shen Miaomiao opened her eyes wide as she turned her head around with a face of disbelief 

and looked towards Qin Jin who was grinning. 

“Sorry, I bluffed you.” 

Qin Jin destroyed Shen Miaomiao’s heart with his palm. This could be the most painless way to die. 

After throwing the corpse to one side, Qin Jin closed the door. Everyone who was related to my death 

have all died. No, incorrect! There is still that Young Master Bai and old man. For now, I will let them live 

for a bit longer. Right now, I have to first settle the matter that is in front of me. 

Wei Chang liked this kind of scene very much. However, in Qin JIn’s eyes, Wei Chang was totally like an 

old uncle who was terrified to death. However, the woman that he is hugging onto is my woman!!! For 

this, this old man cannot be unforgiven!! 

“She is mine!” Qin Jin said in a deep voice. 

While embracing onto the fainted Tang Wei, Wei Chang lightly caressed Tang Wei’s gentle and smooth 

hair and said with light a smile, “She now belongs to me.” 

“Haha, after you become just like them, she will belong to me.” 

“Human, who gave you your confidence?” Wei Chang sometimes really admires the confidence that 

some humans had. Does he feel that he is very formidable after killing those insects? 

Qin Jin suddenly laughed his head off, “Who gave me my confidence? I have confidence because I am 

called Qin Jin! My return will bring forth storms and heavy rains, and this world will tremble because of 

me! My enemies are only fit to hide in the corner and tremble in fear, my women will cater to me under 

my body, and you will become just like them, turning into a corpse!” 

“You snatched the lines that I was going to say.” Wei Chang was very angry. I have never seen such an 

arrogant human before. Thinking back to the past, when His Honor and I were eliminated by that group 

of humans and resurrected on this planet, we totally had the capability to return and kill those humans! 



However, we did not do that, and we did not think of conquering those humans just because of our rise 

in strength, and we also did not say out words like wanting to conquer or take revenge to anyone, 

because if we were to say out those kind of words, it would make us seem very low and bring down our 

class. 

And yet, this human actually keeps on saying that he wants to seek revenge this and seek revenge that, 

he is totally not able to achieve His Honor’s mental state, and thus it is destined that he won’t be able to 

become a strong expert! 
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“Ha? Snatched your lines? Uncle, have you been terrified to the point that you turned stupid?” 

Wei Chang laughed out lightly as he unhurriedly stretched out his hand and raised his palm up, then 

formed his fingers into a claw, “Human, you have acted cool pretty well today, but what you did wrong 

was that, you actually dared to act cool in front of me!” 

“You!!!” Qin Jin sensed a dangerous aura and immediately wanted to retaliate, but, his body was totally 

unable to move! 

A black color whirlpool congealed in front of Wei Chang’s palm, and the black whirlpool seemed as if it 

was sucking out something. When the black whirlpool appeared, Qin Jin felt that something was about 

to separate from his body, which made him felt very uncomfortable. 

Wei Chang kept his smile and declared with a very solemn expression on his face, 

“To actually dare to insult that His Honor is garbage, your fate has thus been be decided! Killing people 

is not your fault, your fault is to not have control that mouth of yours properly and spoke words that you 

shouldn’t have spoken. When you act cool, you have to know your limits, when you fail in acting cool, 

you will make a fool of yourself. Within the endless darkness, repent for your failure in acting cool!” 

After finish speaking, Wei Chang grasped his five fingers! 

It could be seen, Qin Jin’s primal spirit was forcibly pulled out of his own body. This was what being 

frighteningly powerful was truly like! 

Qin Jin’s corporeal body could be seen becoming sluggish, while his primal spirit was shouting out 

crazily, “Just who are you, why are you confining my primal spirit!” 

“I am one of the Seven Sins that is under His Honor’s command, Gluttonous Monster, or you can also 

call me, Wei Chang. As for why I am confining your primal spirit, it is of course because I am intending to 

refine your primal spirit. Xiao Tang’s body is weak, this primal spirit of yours can be treated as a small 

smack for her to eat. And I was even still worrying about where to find something to strengthen her 

body.” 

“No! No! No! I am Qin Jin! I am the man that came back from the cultivation world, the man that is 

going to make this world tremble under his feet!” 

Qin jin shouted out crazily, not willing to believe the reality before his eyes, however, the reality was 

indeed truly a reality. 
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“I know my mistake already, I don’t want this woman anymore, as long as you don’t refine my primal 

spirit, I will do whatever things that you ask me to do! I will even lick your shoes! Please!” Qin Jin knew 

the aftermath of getting one’s primal spirit refined. If my primal spirit was to get refined, I will disappear 

forever, and all my efforts will go to waste! 

Why didn’t I leave after I had taken my revenge just now! Why! If I had left, this wouldn’t have 

happened! Why didn’t I leave! Why did I lust over beauty! What master said was right, beauty is poison! 

Wei Chang laughed, “Lick my shoes? Do you know how to lick coins?” 

“Ah?” 

“Seems like you do not know how to…” The black fog that was within the whirlpool immediately became 

denser! And upon taking a closer look, it was not a black fog at all, it was hellfire! 

“No! No! I can learn! Please spare my life… I don’t want to die! I am the one who is the main lead…” 

Qin Jin’s voice disappeared from within the hellfire, and in only a minute, Qin Jin’s primal spirit was 

refined by the hellfire, and a black color pearl could be seen floating on Wei Chang’s palm. After 

swallowing the pearl, Tang Wei would be able to obtain Qin Jin’s cultivation strength. 

Wei Chang waved his hand, and the fainted Tang Wei swallowed the black pearl. After that, Wei Chang 

carried up Tang Wei and was prepared to leave. Taking a look at the soulless Qin Jin, and the floor that 

was filled with corpses, Wei Chang took out his phone. 

“Hello, is this 110? A mass homicide happened at first-rate clubhouse.” 

After hanging up the phone, Wei Chang let out a breath. As a lawful citizen, upon seeing this kind of 

thing happened, one cannot just stand at one side and watch without doing anything, they have to 

immediately take out their phone and dial 110… 

Carrying Tang Wei, Wei Chang left the first-rate clubhouse. 

Within the boss office of first-rate clubhouse, with his brows wrinkled tightly, Bai Qi looked at the 

surveillance camera. 

“Young Master Bai, it seems like this person sucked out something from Qin Jin’s body.” 

Bai Qi remained silent, and after thinking for a while, “What did my big sister and brother-in-law say?” 

“Young miss’s meaning was to not do anything for now and watch silently!” 

Bai Qi sighed and said, “This small bar is actually able to make big sister be afraid, and even make 

brother-in-law pay up such a huge sum of money, just who exactly are those people!” 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 80.1: A person can change depending on who the person stays near to 1/2 

 “Last night, young miss ordered me to investigate the bar. This man’s name is Wei Chang, he is Leisure 

Bar’s security guard captain, and the woman that is within his embrace is just a waitress that works at 

Leisure Bar. Leisure Bar’s boss is a man that is called Ye Hua, which is also the man who won 50 billion 

from your brother-in-law.” 
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“The first time that they appeared was 5 years ago. and at that time, they have gotten in contact with 

Wu Ye before. However, afterward, they had only been operating their bar peacefully, all the way until 

Qing Family’s Qing Ya appeared at the bar a month ago!” 

Bai Qu was confused, “Qing Ya? What do you mean?” 

“The investigation is still ongoing, but the initial conclusion we have is that, Qing Ya and the bar’s boss 

got into a relationship together, and during a few days ago, Qing Ya moved into Leisure Bar to stay. Of 

course, her little sister, Qing Yutong, also moved in together with her.” 

“Qing Yutong? Are you speaking of that best actress?” Bai Qi asked curiously. 

“Yes.” 

Seems like Bai Qi was also interested in the famous Qing Yutong. After all, Bai Qi was a young man, how 

would he be able to endure Qing Yutong’s enticement? 

“Do you have any other information about them? Like for example, what power is backing them up?” 

Bai Qi asked. In actuality, after speaking so much, there wasn’t really anything useful at all. 

“Eh… At the moment, we still have no idea about that. However, we do know that, currently, the 

friendship between Leisure Bar’s boss, Ye Hua, and Jiu Ye is pretty good.” 

Bai Qi rubbed onto his forehead and looked at yesterday’s surveillance monitor, “Jiu Ye is indeed a 

formidable character, he is the embodiment of what it means to be a willy old fox. Don’t see that he is 

just staying at a small city like Long’an City, in reality, his hands had long covered through the entire 

country.” 

The old man laughed lightly, “No matter how formidable Jiu Ye is, he also wouldn’t be able to amount to 

anything to young miss.” 

“Of course, who is my big sister, she is the woman that has the title of north’s beautiful woman. 

Although that brother-in-law of mine is a bit sloppy, but overall, he can still be counted as able to fit my 

big sister. After all, that brother-in-law of mine is unlike other men who have a number of wives and a 

number of concubines to themselves.” Bai Qi mumbled while the old man laughed lightly and remained 

silent. 

“However, I reckon that this brother-in-law of mine also wouldn’t have the guts to find other women.” 

Bai Qi added. 

“What young master said is true.” The old man laughed casually. 

Bai Qi dusted his pants, “Old Ou, let’s go to Zijin City, I still want to ask my big sister face to face about 

that bar.” 

“Alright, I will go and prepare the plane now.” 

Bai Qi who was just about to walk out of the door suddenly stopped and turned his head over and 

asked, “Old Ou, say, do you think that Xiao Family will pay up the money?” 



“I can’t say for sure about Xiao Yi, but I reckon that his women would definitely all choose to not pay 

up.” 

“Then, do you think that Leisure Bar’s boss will go and collect the money if Xiao Family choose to not 

pay up?” 

“About that, I truly do not know.” 

“Old Ou, you sure know how to beat around the bush. Let’s go to Zijin City and wait and see just what 

will happen, I have a feeling that there will be a good show for us to watch soon. I have disliked that Xiao 

Yi for a long time already. In the past, this Xiao Yi even tried to chase after my big sister when he already 

had a few wives. Also, this Xiao Yi always likes to act cool, pretty much everyone within the social circle 

calls him Act Cool King Xiao Yi.” Bai Qi said in disdain. 

The old man followed behind and remained silent while listening to his young master’s complaining. 

“I really hope that Leisure Bar’s boss would be able to step onto this act cool king, and let this act cool 

king know that there are even higher mountains within the high mountains.” 

“Young master, Xiao Yi’s strength is not ordinary, his strength is evenly matched with the other family 

heads. If Xiao Yi doesn’t get meet with a surprise attack, it would be very hard for Xiao Yi to be placed in 

a bad spot.” 

Bai Qi sighed. How would I not know about that, if not for Xiao Yi’s strength, my big sister would have 

long destroyed Xiao Family. 

At the other side, while carrying the fainted Tang Wei, Wei Chang came to a coffee shop. Wei Chang 

caught a lot of people’s attention, and even some guys were prepared to act as a hero and save the 

beauty. 

Wei Chang ordered a cup of ice coffee and quietly waited for Tang Wei to wake up. I heard that Lie Gu 

killed three great desolate beasts a while ago, and he even secretly took a piece of the Gold Delicate 

Crane’s meat. I will have to find Lie Gu someday and ask him to help me steal a piece of meat too. 

“Uncle Wei…” 

Tang Wei could be seen slightly opening her beautiful eyes. However, during a split second when Tang 

Wei opened her eyes, it could be seen that her pupils were completely black in color, just like that black 

whirlpool that Wei Chang congealed. 

Wei Chang saw it and felt that it was not bad. 

“Woke up?” 

“Uncle Wei, weren’t we attending the banquet? Why are we suddenly here?” Tang Wei rubbed her 

forehead, seemingly having already forgotten about what happened just now, selective amnesia. 

Wei Chang smiled, “Oh, you got drunk, so I carried you and left the banquet.” 

“Is that so, I must have looked very ugly right?” 

Wei Chang lightly stroke onto Tang Wei’s chin, “Of course not.” 



Tang Wei felt incredibly shy, Uncle Wei sure knows how to titillate. 

The shy Tang Wei lowered her head and fixed her hair, not daring to look face to face with Wei Chang. 

However, her legs that were trembling due to being nervous caused a crack to appear on the floor, and 

currently, the crack was still expanding. 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 80.2: A person can change depending on who the person stays near to 2/2 

Leisure Bar, second floor, Qing Yutong’s room. 

“Ye Hua, give me the AWM.” 

Yutong, give me the M249.” 

Qing Yutong said with dislike on her face, “Who is she?” 

Ye Hua: “Don’t know.” 

Qing Ya snorted lovably, “Quickly give it to me~ You two scoundrels, always snatching my items! I have 

never seen before an airdrop that has any loots in it.” 

Ye Hua said faintly, “Blame it on your fingers for being slow.” 

Qing Yutong went into a daze for a while, then rubbed against Ye Hua’s shoulder, “Brother-in-law, the 

speed of your fingers is not bad~ How did you train your fingers…” 

“Your big sister.” Ye Hua took a look a Qing Ya. 

Qing Yutong’s beautiful eyes opened wide, “You two’s taste is too hardcore, your two are too perverted, 

I want to get away from the two of you…” 

Qing Ya shouted with a deep voice, “Ye Hua! Don’t lead the little child astray!” 

The corner of Ye Hua’s mouth raised slightly as he pats onto his sister-in-law’s head, “Little child, be 

obedient and listen to your big sister’s words.” 

“I will listen to brother-in-law’s words.” Qing Yutong held both her hands into a fist and placed her fists 

below her chin while opening her eyes wide and pouting out her little mouth, appearing extremely cute. 

Qing Ya couldn’t stand watching anymore as she raised her hand and slapped onto Qing Yutong’s head. 

“Big sister, what are you doing?” Qing Yutong rubbed her head and said with grievance, having the 

intention of letting her brother-in-law to be the judge for her. 

Ye Hua shook his head, “Qing Ya, Yutong is already foolish enough, don’t hit her anymore.” 

“Brother-in-law… You!!!” 

Qing Ya nodded her head, “Indeed, you are right.” 

“You two… You two… You two are colluding together and bullying a lonely little girl like me. My dear 

little nephew, when will you come out, so that I can at least have a partner to suffer along with me.” 
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“Ye Hua, “……” 

Qing Ya, “……” 

Right when the three were busy messing around, a grenade suddenly broke through the window and 

entered into the house, and before the grenade even landed onto the floor, it exploded in mid-air, and 

Ye Hua, along with his wife and sister-in-law died. 

“Ye Hua! It’s all your fault!” 

“Brother-in-law~ It’s all your fault~” 

Ye Hua let go of the mouse and said faintly, “What do you two want to eat for lunch?” 

“Ye Hua! You are trying to change the subject again!” 

“Brother-in-law, how can you be like this, how about eating Sichuan cuisine? Or Hunan cuisine? Actually, 

I feel like eating roasted chicken wings right now.” 

Qing Ya stood up and took a stretch, that perfect curve immediately made others not able to take their 

eyes off from it. Ye Hua wants to express that he had been used to seeing it already, while Qing Yutong 

wants to express that the curve of her own body was much better. 

“Let’s order food delivery, I don’t want to go out, it’s hot outside.” Qing Ya casually took out her phone 

and was prepared to order food through a food delivery app. 

Qing Yutong was quite astonished, “Big sister, you weren’t like this in the past, it couldn’t be that you 

have become lazy after becoming pregnant right?” 

“I learned from your brother-in-law.” Qing Ya took a glare at Ye Hua. I feel that, the more I stay with this 

fellow, the more that I don’t want to do anything. It has to be known that, in the past, I was actually a 

workaholic! 


